I. Introduction
Our work is motivated by a vision of large-scale open pervasive display networks [4] . In contrast to traditional display networks that typically aim to push content at viewers, the vision of open pervasive display networks focuses on displays that show content from a wide range of sources and that reflect both the context of the display and its audience.
There is a significant body of work that has explored how content shown on public displays can be tailored for viewers in the vicinity. In [5] the authors proposed a system that detected Bluetooth devices carried by viewers in order to schedule appropriate adverts. More recently Davies et al [3] proposed the use of Bluetooth device names as a means by which users could signal their interests to nearby displays -effectively providing a unidirectional control channel between users and pervasive displays. Using this system viewers could request specific content and applications to be shown such as photo steams, navigation aids and results of web searches. However, power and privacy concerns mean that many users no longer leave their Bluetooth devices switched on and alternative approaches to display personalization are required. Indeed, the emergence of smart-phones with built-in local area wireless networks and accurate positioning systems offers the potential for a wide range of new solutions in this space.
At HotMobile 2012 we showed a working implementation of Tacita -a system that capitalises on the widespread availability of smart-phones and cloudbased applications to provide an alternative approach to supporting display personalisation.
II. An Overview of Tactita
Tacita is designed to enable viewers to personalise the content shown on public displays. Examples of such personalisation might include a display that shows news stories that reflect the interests of passers-by, a cafe display that shows music videos that match the music tastes of the cafe's patrons, a shopping mall that ensures that the balance of adverts shown on its display network reflects the demographics of the shoppers at any given point of time or a city display network that provides tourist information to visitors.
A particular concern in the design of Tacita is user privacy and the system is designed to enable viewers to personalise displays without having to reveal their identity or preferences to the display owners. Specifically, Tacita supports personalisation by having displays broadcast their capabilities for personalisation to mobile devices rather than achieving this through having mobile devices broadcast preferences or through tracking of personal identifiers.
Viewers' mobile devices receive these broadcasts or obtain information on the capabilities of nearby displays through other mechanisms such as downloading maps that detail nearby displays and their capabilities. Viewers can then use their mobile devices to send customisation preferences directly to the (typically cloudbased) applications that produce the content for the display concerned and not to the display itself. Thus, we build on existing trust relationships between users and cloud-based applications rather than requiring the formation of new trust relationships between viewers and display owners.
III. HotMobile Demonstration
Tacita was first shown at HotMobile 2012. It has since been demonstrated at MobiSys 2012 [1] and Digital Futures 2012 [2] . Our demonstration showed how viewers can personalise a display using a mobile device. The demonstration consisted of a public display that was able to show personalised information from a number of applications including a Weather App (Figure 1) and a News App. The content displayed by these applications was able to be tailored to the needs of nearby viewers. For example, viewers could choose that the Weather App showed weather information for their home town, their current location or their forthcoming vacation destination.
The implementation of Tacita shown at HotMobile consisted of four main components: 1) an Android based mobile application that let viewers define display application preferences, 2) a display component, managed by a display owner, that scheduled, rendered and output content on a display, 3) a set of web based applications specifically designed for public displays and 4) a map provider, that provided a database of public displays, their locations and their capabilities (e.g. viewing area and available applications).
The Android based mobile application periodically checked to see if a user is in the vicinity of a public display that provides applications matching the users preferences ( Figure 2 ). If so, the mobile application contacts the relevant web-based display application, specifying the desired display and personalisation parameters. The web application then contacted the display component in order to ensure that the relevant content was shown on the display. At the HotMobile demonstration we were able to show personalisation of both the news and weather applications. In addition to demonstrations at conferences and workshops Tacita has been tested as part of the Lancaster University e-Campus system [6] .
IV. Conclusions
Future public display networks have the potential to support a wide range of compelling new applications. As they are currently envisaged, many of these applications will tailor the display's output to match the interests of mobile users or provide mechanisms by which these viewers can actually appropriate a display for their own purposes. At HotMobile 2012 we demonstrated Tacita, the first detailed attempt to provide an architecture that integrates future display networks and mobile devices and that supports privacy by design. In particular, our proposed architecture enables the output of displays to be fully tailored to viewer preferences while not exposing user identity to the display network. Thus we are able to realise the vision of a large-scale display network that shows highly personalised content yet protects the privacy of individual mobile users.
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